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*Please carefully read the instruction before you use the product and keep it 
    after your review so that you can refer to it in later days.

Warnings

Precautions

Product Specification

Thank you for purchasing LED P4040-C.
    LED P4040-C is a LED photography light that is not only small and exquisite 
in appearance, simple in operation, but also versatile. It can be widely used in 
live, video, interview, portrait, wedding, macro and other shooting environment. 
It is the best choice for cameras, mobile, and camcorders shooting. With 
High-strength aluminum alloy material, it is easy to carry, moisture-proof and 
anti-fall; It has three 1/4 fixed ports which can be fixed in multiple directions and 
angles; With built-in high-capacity lithium battery, it has long battery life and 
support power output, one lamp can be dual used; With High-quality, 
high-lumen, high-indicating lamp beads, the light is softer and more uniform, 
and the color is more realistic;

1.After charging is complete, unplug the power cord.

3.In order to prolong the service life of the battery, it is recommended to charge
   and maintain it every three months.
4.This product has a built-in rechargeable lithium battery which has a certain
   life limit. After using for a certain period of time, the performance will be
   reduced but it is normal situation.
   without power.

1.Please keep it dry. Do not touch this product with wet hands. Do not
   immerse the product in water or expose to rain.
2.This product can not be waterproof, please pay attention to moist in rainy
   days and wet conditions.
3.Keep out of reach of children.
4.With built-in lithium battery, prohibit disassembly, impact, extrusion or put
   into fire.
5.Do not use in the presence of flammable gases, otherwise may cause an
   explosion or fire.
6.Do not use, store, or charge the battery in a high temperature
    environment or in a closed space under direct sunlight. The product
   cannot be used at an ambient temperature more than 35degrees.
7.Please use the specified charger to charge the battery and use it within
   the specified voltage and temperature range in accordance with the
   correct operating instructions.
8.This product involves a battery, please strictly follow the corresponding
   operating specifications for the use of the battery, otherwise it may cause
   an explosion or fire

01.Product Name: LED Video Light 
02.Product Model: LED P4040-C   
03.Charging time: About three and half an hours
04.Built-in lithium battery: DC3.85V 4050mAh
05.Maximum power: 12W (double color temperature)
06.Color temperature range:3200K-5600K (±300K)
07.Color rendering: Ra>97
08.Dimming range: 5-100%
09.Lamp beads number: 180 (double color temperature)
10.Battery life:100% 5600K power continue output for about 1.9 hours, and 
    5% 5600K power output is about eight hours.
11.Ambient temperature: -10 to 35 degrees, the storage temperature is -5 to
    45 degrees, the charging temperature is 0-45 degrees.
12.Interface:  Charging port Micro     Output power port Type-c
13.Charging power supply: 5V1A/5V2A
14.Output power:  5V/1A
15.Fixed Interface:  Universal 1/4" Nut
16.Product Dimension:  149mmX80mmX10.6mm
17.Net weight: 195g

LED P4040-C light :1pcs
USB transfer cable:1pcs Hot shoe screws:1pcs
Manual Instruction:1 copy

Soft mask: 1pcs
Cotton bag:1pcs

Transfer port: 1 pcs
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*Warnings:1: It can not output power while charging;
2: The system limits the lighting of the LED while charging the external device. 
If the situation happens, the battery will run up and the LED will be turn off.

   Press and hold the power/switch key for 2 seconds to turn on the power 
   or turn off the power.
   LED lights up after power on, default is 3200K 5%.
2.brightness, color temperature adjustment

3.Lightness Adjust

Short press the power/switch button after power on, which can be used 
to adjust the brightness and color temperature.
+ button( dial upwards) to increase the brightness or increase the color
 temperature value.
-Button(dial downwards) to decrease the brightness or decrease the 
color temperature value.

4.Color temperature adjustment

    Your respected customers, in order to provide better service for you, please 
carefully fill out the warranty card after purchasing the product. And please 
keep the warranty card as it is the important evidence for the warranty service.
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1.This product is guaranteed for one year and the built-in battery is warranted 
   for six months.
2.Warranty is calculated from the date of first purchase of the product. The 
   purchase date is based on the date of registration of the warranty card when 
   the product is purchased.
3.When a quality problem requires a warranty, return the warranty card, 
   purchase document, and product to your dealer or factory repair service.

* During the use of the product, the appearance of scratching, discoloration, 
    wear, and consumption is not a fault within the scope of the warranty; the 
    damage or economic loss caused by improper use has nothing to do with the 
    company.

Made in China

1.The battery remaining time icon, the remaining time is the predicted 
remaining use time.(Reference to use)
2.:Switch Icon, switch icon can move up and down, you can press +/ - dial 
button to adjust relative data according to the Icon place.
3.Color Temperature Display, it shows current color temperature value.
4.Brightness Display, it shows current brightness percentage.
5.Battery Display, it shows the remaining battery life.
6.High temperature warning sign: When the ambient temperature is too 
high or continuously use for a long time, it will forcibly turn off the light or 
turn off the output power, later it can be restarted after the temperature 
recover.
7. Low temperature warning icon, if the ambient temperature is too low, the 
product may be abnormal and the warning icon will appear.
8.Charging icon: When the charging power is connected, the icon will be 
displayed. When the charging is off, the charging will display the 
percentage of charging. When charging is completed, it will display 100% 
(this charging percentage is estimated by the circuit, please refer to the 
use).
   When the product has a certain amount of power, it can light the LED light 
while charging; if the battery is low, the LED light needs to be turned down 
while charging.
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1.Product or component exceeds warranty.
2.Cannot provide warranty card or valid certificate for purchase.
3.Damage or broken caused by failure to use the instructions.
4.Broken or damage caused by improper handling, dropping, 
   shipping.
5.Malfunction or damage caused by contact with or exposure to 
   improper temperature, solvents, acids, bases, flooding, or 
   moisture .
6.Malfunction and ddamage caused by repairs, disassembles, 
   changes by users. 
7.Malfunction or damage due to force or accident.
8.Malfunction or damage caused by other non-quality problems.
9.Malfunction and damage caused by using a power source other 
   than the specified one, voltage.

Web: www.tseportal.nl

After turning on the power, shortly press the power switch button and 
point the adjustment icon to brightness area, the brightness can be 
adjusted by dialing the +/– button. Each time you dial the +/ - button, 
the brightness increases or decreases by 5%. Hold and dial the button  
up and down,the brightness can continuously increased or decreased 
with the range from 5%-100%.

After turning on the power, shortly press the power/switch button, point 
the adjustment icon to the color temperature adjustment, and the color 
temperature can be adjusted by dialing the +/– button. Each time you 
dial the + / - button, the brightness increases or decreases by 100K. 
Hold and dial the button  up and down, the color temperature  can 
con t i nuous l y  i nc reased  o r  dec reased  w i th  t he  range  f rom 
3200k-5600k.

2.If you have not used the product for a long period of time, charge the battery
   before using the product again. Otherwise, the product cannot be turn on
   without power.
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